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What’s key for savers, and for Bank of Ireland, is to find the right balance so that our 
customers can potentially earn the return on investment they desire, but also remain in a 

position to stay comfortable in order to deal with all life throws at them along the way. This is 
where good advice really plays its part in helping people make an informed choice about 
what’s right for them, and why it is so important to talk with a qualified financial advisor.
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Bank of Ireland is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland.

If you’d like to speak to a Wealth advisor about your investing options, go to 

*Bank of Ireland conducted this nationally representative Invested survey amongst 1,000 adults 
(18-65yrs) in Ireland as part of nationwide research across consumers with Behaviour & Attitudes 

between February 7 - 14 2023.
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From all the above options for 
your money, only investing 

gives you the potential to grow 
your money over time.

https://personalbanking.bankofireland.com/online-investment/?REGSRC=C1Q121VANITY

